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2013 funding and grants
for Oregon’s bioscience
research

2013: Building Industry Momentum

In 2013, Oregon again brought

In 2013, Oregon Bio continued to fulfill its
mission to foster industry growth and act as
the leading voice for the bioscience industry.
Our networking events consistently sold out
while the annual conference grew in stature as
a regional bioscience event. Most important, in
2013, the $1 billion Knight Cancer Challenge
Grant set the stage for unprecedented future
growth. This generous gift from Phil and Penny
Knight to Oregon Health & Science University’s
Knight Cancer Institute will dramatically expand
the ambitious mission “to change cancer as we
know it.”

in a strong share of federal grant
monies from several funding
sources such as the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), Small
Business Technology Transfer
Program (STTR), Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR),
Department of Defense, and the
National Science Foundation.
This funding went to Oregon’s
universities, startups and
established, growing firms.

NIH Extramural Awards
for FY2013: $286,841,787
According to NIH, these funds
in FY2013:
• Oregon’s Higher Education

system received $235 million
and is listed as one of the Top
25 funded sources for FY2013
• 665 grants were awarded to
44 firms
• Of the total, 445 grants were
awarded for Research Project
Grants

Dear Members and Community,

2013 also brought hard fought victories in
Salem. Oregon became one of only five states to
successfully pass a biosimilars bill, selected as
a top legislative priority for 2013 by our Board of
Directors and Government Affairs & Advocacy
Committee. This accomplishment was joined
by the successful passage of a vaccine bill and
several other key pieces of legislation. These
legislative successes were made possible by
the sustained commitment of our member
companies and the alliances Oregon Bio has
forged with other industry organizations.
Regarding our pioneering workforce
development programs, Oregon Bio launched
a new series of educational workshops and
symposiums in 2013–the BioBridge Series.
These new programs are designed specifically to

attract and educate professionals from outside
the bioscience industry, while simultaneously
generating praise from existing Oregon Bio
members. By leveraging the world-class domain
expertise within our member companies, the
BioBridge Series has become a valuable tool
for educating Oregonians on the potential for
bioscience to help drive our innovation economy.
Finally, Oregon Bio took the opportunity to honor
a prominent Oregonian’s past contribution to
the medical device industry. At the 2013 annual
conference, we awarded our first ever life-time
achievement award to Albert Starr, M.D., world
renowned cardiovascular surgeon and coinventor of the first mechanical heart valve. As
one of the first implantable medical devices, the
Starr Valve spawned a new industry benefiting
patients across the globe.
By building on past accomplishments, Oregon
Bio is committed to leveraging the combination
of strategic factors accelerating the growth of the
bioscience industry in Oregon.

Dennis McNannay, Executive Director

Adrian Polliack, Ph.D., 2013 Board Chair
President of SAM Medical Products

• Forty two were SBIR/
STTR awards and totaled
$16,730,455

“The OTRADI Bioscience Incubator
opened in June 2013 and filled within
two months, highlighting the growing
need for laboratory space and startup
mentoring in Oregon.”
– Jennifer Fox, Ph.D., Executive Director,

Oregon Translational Research
and Development Institute

Advocacy highlights:

2013 Oregon
legislative session
yields wins for
Oregon Bio
The state’s budget and efforts at costsavings marked the overall theme of the
2013 Oregon Legislative Session. For the
Oregon Bioscience Association, the theme
was focusing on bills that would help to
accomplish (while fighting bills that would
negatively impact) its 2013 Federal and
State Policy Platform with its three policyarea priorities: Innovation, financing/
capitalization and access.
In the “innovation” category, Oregon
Bio supported continued funding for
OTRADI and implementation of the Oregon
Bioscience Roadmap. The association again
secured a funding allocation of $2.3 million
from the Oregon, Inc. budget.

In the “financing/capitalization” policy
area, Oregon Bio advocated for the approved
SB 822 PERS reform bill that reduces $810
million in costs during 2013-15.
The approved SB 241 directs the state
to facilitate collaboration among UO, OSU
and Oregon Solutions Network in Lane, Linn
and Benton Counties to assist technologybased startups whose purpose is to
commercialize university-based or assisted
research.
Oregon Bio also actively supported the
development of the Oregon Growth Fund
through HB 2323 to encourage investment
and capital for Oregon businesses, and
align funding that support the life-science
and biotechnology sectors. Additionally,
the association supported HB 2636 and
its STEM Access Task Force to encourage
students to study science, technology,
engineering and mathematics, as well
supporting a $7.5 million allocation through
SB 498 to help further develop Oregon’s
bio-industry’s workforce.

In the “access” policy area, Oregon Bio
advocated for stable access to health care
services and products for Oregonians by
preserving reimbursements. It monitored
healthcare reform actions and rules,
including the Oregon Health Insurance
Exchange’s implementation, and rules that
impact public and private resources and
financing.
HB 2135 and SB 122 would have
allowed the state to adopt rules prohibiting
or limiting health benefit plans from covering
items, services or technologies regarding
the guidance of the Health Evidence Review
Commission (HERC). Oregon Bio opposed
the bills which eventually died in committee.
Regarding biosimilars, SB 460, which
reinforced Oregon Bio’s principles/platform
on patient safety in the substitution of
biologic products, successfully passed.
In the 2013 session, Oregon Bio
continued to increase the visibility and
influence of the association and further
educated lawmakers about bioscience’s
economic footprint throughout Oregon.

Capping Another Successful Industry Conference

Bio-economics, Dr. Albert Starr and UbiVac highlight
2013 Oregon Bio Conference
In addition to placing the spotlight on the growing role of women in
bioscience careers, September’s Oregon Bioscience Association
annual conference featured key research and investing opportunities,
as well as renowned innovators presenting translational therapies in
the bench-to-bedside continuum.
The conference also honored Albert Starr, M.D., one of Oregon’s
(and arguably the world’s) best known cardiovascular surgeons and
inventors, with the first-ever Bio Lifetime Achievement Award. Portland
startup UbiVac attracted the conference’s “Presenting Company” honor
as the association’s best new bioscience company.
With the conference theme of The
Economics of Life Sciences, Oregon
Bioscience Association Executive
Director Dennis McNannay said the
event’s format was structured to allow
attendees to meet one-on-one with
prospective investment partnering
companies. He said the gathering
offered guests the opportunity to
learn about Oregon’s vast research
expertise offered through its
bioscience-based signature research
institute, OTRADI, other signature
research centers and its universitybased programs.

To begin the event, the new Oregon Bio Women special interest
group presented its first-ever conference workshop. The bioscience
gathering also covered topics such as bio-partnering and investing
where attendees learned about emerging strategies in product design,
supply-chain management, reimbursement, resolving investor barriers,
courting new customers, outsourcing for profitability and modeling the
new world of healthcare reform.
Also featured were experts advising attendees on how to compete
in the new bioscience age, accelerate company formation, find
international opportunities, advance in mobile healthcare markets,
advocate for bioscience and access-friendly policies and achieve
bioscience ROI through efficiency, quality, price and value.
In receiving the inaugural Bio Lifetime Achievement Award, Dr. Starr
shared his “cherry blossom moment” that led to the completion of
his world-changing artificial heart valve. Fifty years ago, during a stroll
through the med-school campus’ cherry blossom trees, the solution
came to him that solved the final, most pressing problem with the valve
design he developed with James Edwards of Edwards Laboratories.
For the conference’s “Presenting Company” honor, Oregon CEOs
judged Portland-based clinical stage immunotherapy company
UbiVac as the winner among 15 other startups. Recognized as
Oregon Bio’s best new bioscience company, UbiVac won in the
“product” and “investment potential” areas – two of the three
presentation-judged categories.

Oregon Bio Milestones - 2013
Shellabs: Model partner
in Oregon’s bioscience
landscape

Oregon biotech startup
RevMedx innovating tools for
first responders

Family-owned Sheldon Manufacturing is
helping lead an industrial renaissance. The
Oregon-born, 43-year-old manufacturer of
incubators, humidity test chambers, ovens,
anaerobic chambers, and water and bead
baths is working diligently to support the
rigorous efforts of scientists to make the world
a more healthful place.

RevMedx is living up to its name by continuously
innovating revolutionary medical products for
military medics and other first-responders
managing traumatic injuries in the field.

Founded by Oregon engineer George Sheldon,
the company has 150 employees who design
and manufacture in a modern 50,000 squarefoot facility in Cornelius. The headquarters
have long been home to the Sheldon family,
and their commitment to the region is reflected
in their philanthropic and environmental
philosophies.

“We’re committed to
help grow Oregon’s
bioscience community”
Sales Manager Dan Higgins says a key
component to the manufacturer’s financial
health has been environmental consciousness.
“We feel we’ve been on the forefront in
developing technology in our low temperature
incubators that not only eliminates the use
of coolant, they use about 75 percent less
electricity than a compressor-based incubator.”
Industry can be environmentally compatible,
and to eliminate volatile organics, Sheldon
Manufacturing uses a powder-coating painting
system instead of liquid paint. It is a design
ethos that is driven by a dedication to the
environment and has led to the development of
products that are highly energy efficient.
In its philanthropic efforts, Sheldon Manufacturing has been a Fred Hutchinson Nobel
Laureates Circle benefactor – a distinction
earned for partnering and donating more than
$1 million of its scientific equipment in the fight
to eradicate cancer and related diseases.
Sheldon Manufacturing recently donated a
refrigerated incubator and several products
from their Lab Armor line to the Oregon
Translational Research and Development
Institute Bioscience Incubator, Oregon’s
premier bioscience accelerator. Through their
donations, many given to Oregon’s universities,
the company is encouraging innovative
entrepreneurs to invent new technologies for
the bioscience marketplace.

“Revolutionary” describes the company’s
boots-on-the-ground approach to research
and development, and the game-changing
products they’re working diligently to bring
to market.
Within a few short years, Wilsonville-based
RevMedx has developed life-saving wound
dressings and bandages designed to improve
the treatment of traumatic bleeding. Even
with the expert care of highly-trained medics,
high-flow arterial bleeding is a leading cause of
death on the battlefield. RevMedx is re-thinking
the traditional approach to treating wounds in
environments where fast, effective wound care
can save lives.
“We are really going to feel satisfied when
the XStat and our other products are in the
hands of medical professionals who can use
them to save lives,” said Andrew D. Barofsky,
co-founder and president of RevMedx. “That’s
the moment we’re really excited about.”
The company was founded in 2009 by
Barofsky and Dr. Kenton W. Gregory when
the U.S. Army asked the pair, who had been
involved in a bioscience incubator in Oregon,
to develop a product for treating bullet wounds
on the battlefield. Dr. Gregory, who holds more
than 20 patents, and Barofsky, a world-renown
research scientist and medical innovator,
immediately got to work developing XStat,
a hemostatic dressing that is able to quickly
control bleeding from wounds not treatable by
traditional devices and procedures.

“That’s the moment
we’re really
excited about.”
XStat is a lightweight device that delivers
rapidly-expanding sponges to a wound. A
hemostatic agent acts to quickly stop the
bleeding. In as little as 15 seconds, XStat can
stop hemorrhaging, freeing medical personnel
to concentrate on other necessary actions.

This life-saving technology has applications
beyond the battlefield. RevMedx has
developed revolutionary products that can be
used anywhere first-responders are challenged
to treat traumatic wounds.
“We view the XStat expanding-sponge
technology as platform technology,” said
Barofsky. “There are many effective uses for
this product.”

Eugene-area biotech
firm attracts world biotech
leader in 2013
Amid a very active 2013 year for Oregon’s
bioscience community, Massachusetts-based
Thermo Fisher, a global leader in life-science
innovation and research, added Eugenearea Life Technologies to its premier group
of biotech brands. Life Technologies joined
Thermo Fisher Biosciences as a new segment
named Life Sciences Solutions. Life Tech is
headquartered in Carlsbad, California.
Marc N. Casper, president and CEO of Thermo
Fisher Scientific, says this new partnership
will provide cutting-edge technologies, such
as genomics and proteomics, to researchers
around the world. “Our complementary
strengths in biosciences and bioprocessing will
accelerate drug discovery, development and
production,” said Casper.
In Oregon’s rich biotechnology landscape, local
researchers and manufacturers have created
an environment that encourages discovery.
Thermo Fisher, a storied company that became
greatly attracted to Oregon’s Life Technologies,
will benefit tremendously from its expansive
commercial presence and global footprint.
Life Technologies reported revenues in 2012 of
$3.8 billion, providing the scientific community
with technology and expertise. In addition to
scientific research and genetic analysis, Life
Technologies also provided solutions in applied
markets such as forensics and food safety. The
corporation has more than 5,000 patents and
licenses on its leading technologies.
Mark Stevenson, COO of Life Technologies,
was named an executive vice president
and also the president of Life Sciences
Solutions. His experience with consumables
for genomics, molecular and cell biology and
next-generation sequencing capability are
a tremendous asset to the two companies
joining forces.

“I think BioBridge has
been an excellent way
for professionals in our
local sector to learn
firsthand how other
companies approach
common challenges.”
– Adam Grimshaw,
employee at Welch Allyn
and BioBridge participant

2013 Board of Directors
Adrian Polliack, SAM Medical, Chair
Peter Murray, Welch Allyn
Jennifer Stoll, Allergan, Inc.
Mark Haldeman,
Bradford Consulting Engineers
Ralph Makar, Consultant
Juergen Lindner, Biotronik USA/MSEI
Len Blackstone, Blackstone Inc.
Peter Roome, Cambia Health Solutions
Mark Ahn, Ph.D., Galena Biopharma, Inc
Larry Sanders, Genentech
Barry Starkman, HemCon Medical
Bill Carroll, RS Medical/Meagan Medical
Ryan Dunlap, Galena Biopharma, Inc
Bill Newman, NW Technology Ventures
Abhijit Banerjee, Ph.D., OHSU
Nancy Lime, Oligos Etc.
Jennifer Fox, Ph.D., OTRADI
Geoff Hall, Precision Wire Components
Dianne Danowski Smith,
Publix Northwest PR + PA
Andrew Barofsky, RevMedx
Steven Prewitt, Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt
Ron Sherman, Silicon Valley Bank
Nathan Gibson, Skanska USA
Matt Smits, TE Connectivity
Will Fox, Welch Allyn
Gordon Brown, Yecuris Corp.
Michael Phillips, Davis Wright Tremaine

Contributors to this report:
Dennis McNannay
Pat Coussens
Dianne Danowski Smith

BioBridge Series 2013 pours
foundation for companies
sharing best practices
2013 marked the debut of the Oregon Bioscience
Association’s BioBridge Series – a collection of
workshop-style presentations designed to share
member companies’ areas of core expertise.
A December BioBridge event, for instance, billed
as the “Environmental, Health and Safety Best
Practices Workshop,” featured professionals from
Oregon’s bio community and beyond absorbing
themselves in topical sessions ranging from
identifying workplace hazards to creating strong
cultures of workplace safety. In the BioBridge
program, Oregon Bio member companies host a
day of presentations on a key topic, and will often
close with a company tour where participants can
view their best practices.
Adam Grimshaw, lead risk-management engineer
with Welch Allyn, says the BioBridge Series
impressed him given the relevance of information
presented and the potential the program suggests.
“I think BioBridge has been an excellent way for
professionals in our local biotechnology sector to
learn firsthand how other companies approach
common challenges,” Grimshaw said. “It also gives
the host company an opportunity to demonstrate
their strengths that make their company a great
place to work.”
Julie Black, Oregon Bio’s director of Membership
Services and Business Development who
coordinates the program, says the BioBridge Series
addresses the industry’s thirst for topical instruction
in technical areas. The unique presentations allow
member organizations to leverage their knowledge
by providing instructors that share their company’s
specific expertise.

Black says BioBridge was built from the creative
determination of Oregon Bio’s executive director
Dennis McNannay who also supercharged the
association’s successful BioPro workforce training
program. BioPro offers classes in a variety of formats
that meet the training needs of Oregon’s bioscience
companies as determined by a committee of
industry experts. Likewise, the BioBridge Series,
guided by a steering committee of member
companies, strives to offer industry-driven, priority
topics that will be relevant to companies at the time
of the presentations in which they’re involved.
“Everyone leaves the BioBridge presentations with
new knowledge and new resources,” said Black.
“With companies sharing their expertise, participants
end up knowing exactly which expert they can use
as resource on a specific topic.”
The success of the 2013 series inspired several
priority topics for BioBridge Series 2014
participants including wireless connectivity,
software development in regulated environments,
medical device advanced manufacturing, strategic
implications of lean manufacturing and more on
laboratory safety.
Grimshaw added that the BioBridge series has
been educational on many levels, and he hopes its
discourse eventually includes participants yet to be
part of the business world.
“In time, I’d like to see
this program expand
to benefit students that
may be considering
biotechnology as a
career,” Grimshaw said.

Oregon Bioscience Association Staff
Dennis McNannay, Executive Director
Julie Black, Director of Membership Services
and Business Development
Donna Chambers, Office Manager
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